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The Curve PromisE
Curve Industries Inc. is a forward-thinking, engineering based company that offers aftermarket products for the snowmobile industry. On 

our quest to find the highest performance for our own snowmobile, we offer the best products for yours. To top it all off, we offer what’s likely 
the finest customer support in the business. Before or after the sale, you can call, text, email or visit our forum for answers to your sled setup 

questions and many more - 7 days a week. Regardless if you are a USXC, RMSHA or IWA points leader, Guinness Record holder, Cain’s Quest 
champion, hardcore ditch banger, back country powder addict or a weekend warrior, Curve Industries offers the aftermarket parts that make your 

sled perform better. Since our doors opened in 2007, we’ve dedicated ourselves to radically improving the handling of our customer’s machines. 
All of our products are top quality and proudly made in the USA. If you want the best turning, bump soaking, mogul crushing ride, there is only one 

name you need to remember, Curve Industries The Handling Experts™

DISTRIBUTION

CANADA

Alberta
Don’s Speed Parts
800-431-2287

Manitoba
Sun and Snow
204-857-8960

Ontario
MI Mechanical
705-323-0047
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DL Perform
450-403-7858
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Western Power Sports
800-999-3388

Parts unlimited
608-758-1111
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TECH Curve Industries has  produced high quality snowmobile skis and 
accessories since 2007. Founded on innovation and performance, 
the Curve ski is unlike any other in the market. 

Mountain profile
Designed to assist in performing sidehills and 
other technical maneuvers. All new for 2019, 

the XSM losses an inch off the tail of 
the ski to further aid in its off 

trail responsiveness.

Leading edge
Combat darting on the trail with a set of 
leading edges, designed to reduce darting by 
eliminating ruts on hard pack trails.

Patented locking MECHANISM
Secure loop attachment for extra stength and 
durability.

Thruster
Increase floatation and aggressive cornering 
performance with the addition of a pair of 
thrusters to the side of your skis.

Variable geometry
The Curve XS ski’s iconic parabolic design 
and variable geometry work together to 
continuously manipulate the snow as you ride 
over it, allowing the ski to corner effortlessly 
and reduce steering effort.

Ergonomic handle
Designed with comfort and style in mind, the 
all new XSX loop fits perfectly in the hand 
making ski pulls more comfortable.
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Unmatched durability 
Constructed of durable UHMW polyethylene, 
Curve Industries skis are built to withstand 
whatever you throw at them, backed by a 
lifetime guarantee.



The Curve XS ski is our flagship product, and the most accurate and predictable handling 
performance trail ski on the market. Designed and developed to reduce rider fatigue by reducing 
steering effort while maintaining that aggressive cornering you expect out of an aftermarket 
performance ski. The XS is also available in two new colors for 2019, Hi-Viz and Fuchsia.

Black $159.99        Colors $169.99        Limited $184.99

Iconic parabolic design

UHMW construction provides unmatched durability

Light steering effort for minimal fatigue

most predictable cornering ski

responsive handling from handlebars

sold individually 

black grey Fuchsia (limited)

white

red

blue green

orange

Hi-ViZ (LIMITED)

Sunburst

XS XS1501

XS1511

XS1507

XS1510

XS1506

XS1505XS1500

XS1504

XS1502

XS1509

DillanDOHRN

TRAIL PERFORM
ANCE
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XSM

BrandonTitensor

Off-Trail PERFORM
ANCE

Our on/off-trail offering, the Curve XSM is the best of both worlds, it handles the trails like it’s 
on rails and can tame the most technical off trail terrain. The XSM continues to evolve, for 2019 
we’ve shortened the tail of the ski and redesigned the keel for a more responsive feel in the 
backcountry.  Available in all new Hi-Viz and Fuchsia colors.

Black $169.99        Colors $179.99        Limited $194.99

new keel design 

Shortened tail for more responsive sidehilling

mountain profile assists in technical maneuvers

UHMW construction provides unmatched durability

7.5” Wide provides excellent floatation

most predictable cornering ski

sold individually 

black grey

white

red

blue green

orange

sunburst

Hi-viz (LIMITED)

XSM1501

XSM1507

XSM1509

XSM1506

XSM1505XSM1500

XSM1504

XSM1502

XSM1510

Fuchsia (limited) XSM1511
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Purpose built for drag racing, the XDI has established quite the resume winning multiple titles 
over the years. Forty inches in length to meet ISR regulations for all stock and improved stock 
classes. Based off the XS platform the XDI will keep you pointed straight down the track on your 
way to victory. Now available in Hi-Viz and Fuchsia.

Black $199.99        Colors $209.99        Limited $224.99

40” length [isr requirement for stock & improved stock]

UHMW construction provides unmatched durability

REDUced WEIGHT

Milled keel reduces drag

sold individually 

black green

grey

red

blue orange

Sunburst

white

XDI1501

Xdi1509

Xdi1507

Xdi1506Xdi1500

Xdi1505

XDI1502

Xdi1504

XDI

DYLANROES

DRAG RACING

Fuchsia (limited)

Hi-ViZ (LIMITED)

XDI1511

XDI1510
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XDP

KyleSHilts

DRAG RACING

The Curve XDP ski is the ultimate drag race ski, designed for the fastest sleds in the world. 
Shorter and narrower to reduce weight, yet tough enough to survive hard impacts and flex as you 
race down the track. Now available in Hi-Viz and Fuchsia.

Black $229.99        Colors $239.99        Limited $254.99

20” length

UHMW construction provides unmatched durability

REDUced WEIGHT

Milled keel reduces drag

sold individually 

black green

white

red

blue Orange

Sunburst

grey

XDp1501

XdP1509

Xdp1507

XdP1506XdP1500

XdP1504

XDp1502

XdP1505

Fuchsia (limited)

Hi-ViZ (LIMITED)

XDP1511

XDP1510
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INTRO
Our most popular offering 
the Intro Package is a 
great way to get into a high 
performance pair of skis 
without breaking the bank. 
Available in the proven XS 
and XSM platforms, the Intro 
Package comes complete 
with everything you need 
to experience the Curve 
difference. Does not include 
mount kit.

Women’s
New for 2019, the Starlet 
Package, designed specifically  
with women riders in mind. 
The Starlet Package offers the 
lightest steering effort in the 
industry, it comes complete 
with XS or XSM black ski 
bottoms, fuchsia XSX loops, 
zinc-plated loop hardware, a 
specially tailored easy steer 
kit, and a 4” carbide. Does not 
include mount kit.

XS intro package
Includes:
2 xs skis
2 xsx loops
zinc plated loop hardware
4” carbide

$429.99

Xs1001

black

XSM intro package
Includes:
2 xsM skis
2 xsx loops
zinc plated loop hardware
4” carbide

$459.99

XsM1001

black

premium performance skis

Entry level price

unmatched durability

Light steering effort

predictable cornering

sold in pairs

premium performance skis

engineered specifically for 
women riders

unmatched durability

tailored easy steer kit for 
Lightest steering effort

predictable cornering

sold in pairs

XS Starlet package
Includes:
2 xs skis
2 xsx loops
zinc plated loop hardware
Easy Steer kit
4” carbide

$429.99

Xs1002

black/Fuchsia

XSM Starlet package
Includes:
2 xsM skis
2 xsx loops
zinc plated loop hardware
Easy Steer kit
4” carbide

$459.99

XsM1002

black/Fuchsia
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LOOPS

Hi-viz Xsx-210

XSX Loop
Announcing the all new XSX 
ski loop, designed with comfort 
and style in mind. The XSX loop 
is available in a multitude of 
colors and fits any Curve ski.

Black $39.99       Colors $49.99

XSX loop hardware
Stainless steel 
$34.99

Zinc-plated
$16.99

ergonomic handle grip

reduced weight [-1.5 lbs]

unmatched durability

FITS ALL CURVE SKI MODELS

sold individually

grey Xsx-205

White Xsx-204 Sunburst Xsx-209

green Xsx-206 fuchsia Xsx-211red Xsx-202

blue Xsx-201

Black Xsx-200

orange Xsx-207

RyanKeith

SKI LOOPS

xs30627

XS30628
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LOOPS
XSX Loop plates
The loop plate was designed to 
trip the finish line light. Whether 
it is snow, grass; the loop plate 
is a must for drag racers. Fits 
XSX ski loop.

Black $44.99

black lp401

XS Loop plates
A must have by drag racers in 
every disipline of racing. Fits XS 
ski loop.

Black $44.99

Black LP301

purpose built for drag racing

maintain handle function

sold in pairs

Mount kit

A mount kit is required to install a set of Curve skis 
to your snowmobile, complete with rubber grommets 
and all the neccessary hardware.

$45.95

specifically designed for snowmobile make/model

zinc-plated mounting hardware

FITS ALL CURVE SKI MODEls

sold in pairs

ARCTIC CAT
xs30601
xs30608
xs30609
xs30610
xs30611
xs30625

Polaris
xs30602
xs30603
xs30612
xs30622

Ski-doo
xs30604
xs30605
xs30623
xs30626

Yamaha
xs30606
xs30607
xs30613
xs30621
xs30624
xs30625

firecat/cfr
cfr/m 2010+

twin spar 2007-2009
twin spar 2010+

sno pro 500, procross, proclimb 2012-2015
proclimb 2016+

edge
fusion, Iq, iqr

Pro-ride 2010-2011
Pro-Ride 2012+,AXYS

dsa (trailing arm)
rev, xp/xr/xs/xm, gen 4

gen 4 summit, freeride 2018+
ts adjustable ski 2016+

standard (2010 & previous)
phazer/fx  nytro 

apex/vector  eps 2011+
viper 2014

viper/sidewinder 2015+ 
viper/sidewinder mtx 2016+

1. We recommend installing your 
Curve skis at room temperature, 
the warmer the grommets the more 
pliable they will be. If necessary the 
grommets may be heated  with 
warm water or a heat gun.

2. When installing your spindle bolt it 
may be necessary to tilt the ski 
towards the inside to get the bolt 
started through the spindle.

3. Place a block of wood underneath 
the inside of the ski to help 
compress the grommet and tap the 
bolt through the rest of the way.

For more installation tips and trick 
check out our tutorial videos at 
www.curveindustries.com

Installation tips & tricks

Black Xs-200

XS Loop
The proven XS ski loop, featuring our patented 
locking mechanism. Will fit all Curve skis, sold 
individually.

$39.99

XS loop hardware
Stainless steel 
$34.99

Zinc-plated 
$16.99

Black

xs30614

XS30620
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LEADING EDGE thrusters
Reduce or eliminate darting all together 
with the addition of a pair of leading edges. 
Designed to break up the rutted hard pack 
snow, the LE will allow you to track safe and 
straight down the trail with minimal steering 
effort. The Leading Edge has become a 
necessity for 4-stroke snowmobile owners.

2” Leading edge

eliminates 85% of darting

asymmetrical design [install carbide out]

$79.99

4” Leading edge

eliminates 95% of darting

symmetrical design

$99.99

installation template
Necessary for first time installation, reusable.

$14.99

eliminates darting on hard pack/icy 
conditions

carbide inlaid in steel 

available in 2” or 4” options

sold in pairs

2” LE XS4001

4” LE XS4002

The Curve Thrusters are a great addition 
to your Curve skis, whether you’re looking 
for greater performance on the trail or off 
trail. Available in two sizes, find the perfect 
combination to take your ride to the next level.

8” thruster

increase sidehilling/cornering performance

install inside or outside of skis

$89.99

17” thruster

increase floatation/cornering performance

install inside or outside of skis

$89.99

increase floatation/cornering 
performance

durable uhmw construction

available in 8” or 17” options

sold in pairs

8” thruster st104

17” thruster st103
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carbides

Carbides
Designed specifically for the Curve ski, the 60º 
carbide with round wearbar will fit any Curve ski. 
All carbides are sold in pairs

curve industries carbides

4” round carbide
$64.99

6” round carbide
$74.99

stud boy round carbides

6”
75.99

9”
95.99EC8904

EC8906

stud boy shaper carbides

4” 
$84.99

6”
94.99

7.5”
104.99

9”
114.99

cap-s2198-40

cap-s2198-60

cap-s2198-75

cap-s2198-90

cap-R2198-60

cap-R2198-90
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suspension

stage 2 shock

Same high quality components 
and careful craftsmanship as Elka’s 
higher end models at an entry level 
price.

threaded spring preload

rebound dampening

Front shocks
center shock
rear shock

$899.99
$449.99
$449.99

stage 3 shock

Derived directly from Elka’s top 
of the line offering. Featuring low-
speed compression dampening 
with the turn of a knob.

threaded spring preload

rebound dampening

Front shocks $999.99

stage 4 shock

Sharing many of the same features 
as the Stage 5, including low-speed 
compression dampening adjustment 
and rebound dampening.

threaded spring preload

Low speed compression

Front shocks
center shock
rear shock

$1,399.99
$899.99
$699.99

stage 5 shock

Elka’s premium level shock, the 
Stage 5 is arguably the best 
performing shock on the market, 
providing the most adjustability .

threaded spring preload

rebound dampening

low/high speed compressioN

Front shocks
center shock
rear shock

$1,899.99
$949.99
$949.99

Apparel/misc.

STOCK SUCKS Tee
50/50 Poly Cotton s/s tee, screen printed

$24.99 FUEL Tee
50/50 Poly Cotton s/s tee, screen printed

$24.99 DUB long sleeve Tee
50/50 Poly Cotton L/s tee, screen printed

$29.99 OG hoodie
100% cotton hoodie, screen printed

$39.99

Pride hat
low profile mesh snapback, embroidered

$24.99 koozie
foam koozie, screen printed

$1.99 trailer sticker
10” x 24” die cut vinyl sticker 

$4.99 Race sticker pack
assorted sticker pack

$9.99



Curveindustries
2421 State Route 12
Waterville, ny 13480

315-841-8730
www.curveindustries.com


